You get one chance with authority control, so it's important to get it done right. LTI guarantees that its affordable, machine-only authority control will link 95% or more of your library's controlled headings to an LC or LTI authority record. No exceptions! No excuses!

When manual review is requested, only professional librarians are used as editors and link rates approach 100%.

LTI maintains the complete LC MARC authority files (updated weekly), supplemented with over 410,000 LTI authority records and 350,000 proprietary "cross links."

Contact LTI for more information on authority record link results.

"Authority Control for the 21st Century"

LIBRARY TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
1142E Bradfield Road  Abington, PA  19001
(215) 576-6983  Fax: (215) 576-0137
(800) 795-9504
CD-ROMs

- security keylocks
  for public access areas

- expandable towers
  with the capacity to daisy chain

- networking solutions
  for your workstation environment

- massive optical servers
  up to 64 CD-ROM drives

- single desktop CD-ROMs

- space-saving combined
  computer and CD-ROM unit

- multimedia
  CD-ROM units

- accessories

- CD-ROM discs

- reference libraries

Todd products use an Hitachi mechanism with the fastest access time available—under 300 msec.

When you buy a Todd product, it is with technical support. Our 800 number is available whenever you need assistance. Todd products are remarkably reliable and are warranted. Whether you are an expert in computer systems needing detailed specifications, or someone needing basic orientation to CD-ROMs... WE CAN HELP.

For additional information, call... 800 445-TODD

718 343-1040 • FAX 718 343-9180 • BBS 516 829-0212

224-49 67th Ave., Bayside, NY 11364